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ABSTRACT
Recently, Computational Fluid Dynamic (CFD) method is being popular
countermeasures for analyzing flow behaviors in wind engineering fields. This paper
presents the reliability and the accuracy of numerical simulation and neural network
method to predict flutter derivatives of rectangular section. The flutter derivatives are
the essential parameters in the estimation of critical flutter wind speed in aero-elastic
analysis of a flexible bridge. The flutter derivatives are found to be functions of the
cross section geometry of the bridge deck and the reduced wind speed. The numerical
simulations of flutter analysis for two-dimensional rectangular section are conducted by
fluid-structure interaction method. The numerical simulations carried out for rectangular
section, which is forced in vertical or torsional harmonic motion. From the results of
numerical simulation, the flutter derivatives are compared with theoretical results and
experimental data from forced vibration test. Overall, the calculated flutter derivatives
and critical flutter velocity from the numerical simulation are in good agreement with
those of wind tunnel test. Furthermore, additional estimated method, neural network, is
attempted to propose a method estimating the flutter derivatives without wind tunnel
test.

1. INTRODUCTION
The aero-elastic phenomena have seen for long-span bridges are flutter, galloping,
and vortex shedding induced vibration. Flutter is one of complicated issues to be
considered in the design of long-span bridges. The unsteady aerodynamic forces due
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to the bridge deck motion are usually expressed in flutter derivatives (Scanlan 1971,
Theodorsen 1935). Flutter derivatives plays an important role in predicting critical flutter
wind speed for evaluating the flutter stability of bridges, and have been studied by
many researchers (Ge 2000, Gu 2001, Matsumoto 2005). The wind tunnel test is the
most general way to extract flutter derivatives of bridge section. However, it is well
known that the flutter derivatives are closely related with test conditions, such as the
reduced wind speed, amplitude of forced oscillation and wind properties, etc. Recently,
the role of numerical simulation increased as a powerful method for studying various
wind effects on bridges, which are not suitable for wind tunnel investigation. Many
numerical simulation studies have been conducted for estimation flutter derivatives of
bridge sections (Frandesen 2005, Simonsen 2008, Xin 2010, Huang 2011). Also,
(Chen 2003, Chen et al. 2008) have proposed a neural network approach to predict the
flutter derivatives of rectangular section models using free vibration test data. In this
paper, the numerical simulation performed for evaluating flutter derivatives of
rectangular section. The critical flutter wind speed is predicted from these flutter
derivatives. The results obtained by numerical simulation are compared with the
experimental ones to validate the numerical simulation approach. Also, backpropagation neural network is attempted to estimate the flutter derivatives using forced
vibration test data.
2. WIND TUNNEL TEST

The force and free vibration tests are performed to investigate flutter instability of
B/D=20 aspect ratio of rectangular section in the wind tunnel test at TESolution Co. ltd,
Korea, as shown in Fig. 1(a). The section of the wind tunnel is 1.0m (width) 1.5m
(height) 6.0m (length) and range of test wind velocity are 0.3m/s ~ 22.5m/s.
Experimental rig for the forced vibration test is shown in Fig. 1(b). The maximum speed
of the motor is 1,150 RPM. A minimum and maximum oscillation frequency of the
model can be control 0.02Hz to 4.0Hz. The range of the amplitude and the rotation
angle are ±60.0 mm and ± 30.0°, respectively. The flutter derivatives for the rectangular
section are extracted by the experimental rig.

(a) Wind tunnel for section model test
(b) Experimental rig for vibration test
Fig. 1. Layout of wind tunnel facility

3. NUMEERICAL SIMULATIO
S
ON SETUPP
The ddescriptionn of numerrical simulaation setupp is given in this secction. Finitee volume
method applied foor solving inncompresssible Navieer-Stokes equation.
e
TThe diffusive terms
are solvved by a seecond-ordeer central ddifference scheme, and
a the coonvection teerms are
computeed by thee second-order uppwind scheme. Thee pressuree-implicit SIMPLE
algorithm
m is usedd to solvee the preessure-veloocity couppling equaation. To simulate
unsteady simulatioon, the steeady-statee simulation is conduucted for iinitializing the flow
field of the compputation doomain. In order to overcome
o
the probleem of freee-stream
dependeency of thee k-ω model and to pprevent the over-preediction of length scaales near
the wall by the k- ε model, Menter
M
(1994) introduuced the Shear
S
Stresss Transpoort (SST)
model. TThe SST model
m
accounts for tthe transpoort of the turbulent sshear stresss inside
boundarry layers by
b modifying the tuurbulent edddy-viscosity functioon. SST has been
shown tto predict better
b
flow
w separatioon comparred to bothh k-ε and kk- ω modeels. From
these reeasons, the k-ω SSTT turbulencce model is employyed to sim ulate the turbulent
flow in thhis simulattion.
The twoo-dimensional compuutational doomain and the wholee computattional domain have
two gridd regions as Fig. 2. The twoo grid regions, statioonary and dynamic regions,
applied to the whole compuutational domain. Thhe stationaary region was not deformed
d
while the dynamicc region was deform
med by the bridge mootion at eaach time step.
s The
grid reggion near the bridgge sectionns is defoormed withh moving section at
a every
calculatiion time sttep. The nuumber of ggrids in staationary annd dynamicc regions is 12,855
quadranngular gridss and 94,2292 trianguular grids with
w body-ffitted grid, respectiveely. Near
edges thhe grid hass refined and
a the y++ height of body-fittedd grid is arround 1 for the k-ω
SST moodel. The boundary
b
conditions
c
are defineed as; the inlet bounndary is deefined as
uniform velocity coondition, thhe outlet bboundary is defined as pressu re outlet condition,
c
the uppeer and low
wer boundaaries are deefined as symmetry
s
condition, and the surface of
plate is ddefined ass wall condition.

Fig. 2. Grid
G distribuution of com
mputationaal domain

The B/D=20 aspect ratio of rectangular section is forced to move either vertically to
the flow direction or rotationally in a sinusoidal motion with constant amplitude. The
amplitudes of the vertical and rotational motions are chosen as 0.02 m and 4.0° for
translation and rotation. The motion is harmonic motion, and the rotation is defined as
positive clockwise and the translation is positive upwards as shown in Fig. 2. For each
harmonic motion, approach velocities were considered from 0 m/s to 20 m/s. The
summary of parameters of test is given as Table 1.
Table 1: Parameters of forced vibration of plate
vibration Amplitude for vertical
Velocity (m/s) Forced
frequency (Hz)
forced vibration (m)
0.0 ~ 20.0
2.0
0.02

Amplitude for torsional
forced vibration (°)
4.0

4. BACK-PROPAGATION NEURAL NETWORK FOR FLUTTER DERIVATIVES
Generally, the flutter derivatives are extracted by wind tunnel test such as free
vibration test or forced vibration test. However, the wind tunnel test consumed much
time and cost to perform the test. Therefore, a method for estimating the flutter
derivatives without the wind tunnel test is expressed in this section. Generally, natural
phenomena are not easy to show the relationship with cause and effect using formula.
Recently, in order to solve the problem, neural network is often used. Fig. 3 shows the
structure of the neural network used in this study. The width-to-depth ratio (B/D),
reduced frequencies (K  Bϖ/U) and reduced velocities (U ) are used as input data
of input layer while the flutter derivatives are used as desired output of neural network
in training process. The B/D ratios of the rectangular sections are 5, 8, 10, 15 and 20
for training the neural network, where the flutter derivatives used for training are
extracted by the forced vibration test. B/D=12.5 is used in order to verify this method.
The eight neural networks are used to estimate the flutter derivatives (H∗, A∗ , i  1, ⋯ 4)
in this study.
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Fig. 3. Structure of neural network
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5. RESULTS

5.1 Numerical Simulation
Figs. 4 and 5 show that the calculated flutter derivatives for aspect ratio B/D=20 are
compared with experimental results. Theodorsen's analytical results for a flat plate are
also shown in the figures. From the figures, it can be seen that the calculated flutter
derivatives are in good agreement with those of the wind tunnel test in the range of
small reduced wind speed but there are some discrepancies of flutter derivatives
between wind tunnel test and CFD as the reduce wind speed increases. This
discrepancy has not much effect on estimating critical flutter velocity. Some
discrepancies in Figs 4 and 5 could be reduced by more proper set up of numerical
simulation, such as time step, turbulence models, grid size, etc.
From the flutter derivatives by numerical simulation, an estimated critical flutter wind
speed is compared with the experimental results (Fig. 6). The predicted critical wind
speed using CFD is good agreement with one is obtained by wind tunnel test (Table 2).

(a) H1*
(b) H4*
(c) A1*
(d) A4*
Fig. 4. Flutter derivatives of vertical forced vibration test

(a) H2*
(b) H3*
(c) A2*
(d) A3*
Fig. 5. Flutter derivatives of torsional forced vibration test
Table 2: Critical flutter wind speed
CFD
16.8 m/s
Forced vibration test (Exp.) 16.0 m/s
Free vibration test (Exp.) 17.2 m/s
Fig. 6. Estimation of critical flutter wind speed

5.2 Neural Network Approach
The flutter derivatives estimated by the neural network are shown in Figs. 7 and 8.
Although the training patterns have extremely limited in this study, most estimated
flutter derivatives showed a good agreement with experimental results while H2* has a
little difference against the experimental result.

(a) H1*

(b) H4*

(c) A1*

(d) A4*

Fig. 7. Comparison of the predicted and experimental flutter derivatives for the section
with B/D 12.5 (vertical motion)

(a) H2*
(b) H3*
(c) A2*
(d) A3*
Fig. 8. Comparison of the predicted and experimental flutter derivatives for the section
with B/D 12.5 (torsional motion)
CONCLUSION

The main purpose of this study was to verify the potentiality of the numerical
simulation for estimation flutter derivatives and critical wind speed. Based on the results
of numerical simulation, the numerical results showed a reasonable agreement with the
experimental results. Some of flutter derivatives using numerical simulation has
discrepancies for increasing the reduced wind speed. The discrepancies could be
reduced by more proper set up of numerical simulation, such as time step, turbulence
models, grid size, etc. Also, another estimated method, neural network, is examined to
propose a method estimating the flutter derivatives without wind tunnel test. Although
the training patterns have extremely limited in this study, most estimated flutter
derivatives showed a good agreement with experimental results. Further studies
concerning three-dimensional numerical simulation of forced vibration, numerical
simulation of free vibration for directly calculating critical flutter wind speed, the

effectiveness of turbulence models, and applications of real bridge section will be
carried out.
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